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â€œThe paint dripped off me like a liquid coat and I inhaled the toxic fumes, sucking the undiluted
scent into my lungs. My pupils dilated as I sank into the vision of a pain so absolute, it went beyond
pain. It should have rendered me unconscious, it should have affected my ability, it felt like it should
have killed me. As it was, the pain distracted me so badly that I was unable to focus on any other
details. I painted turquoise wounds that wept turquoise blood onto the paper floor, and when I was
finished, I painted more. I painted the walls, the floor, the back of the door and the boarded-up
windows. I covered the room in wounds and fumes, and then I curled up in the middle of the mess,
weeping my heart into my paint-covered hands.â€•The past few months have reduced Seraph Black
to a permanent state of fight, and now it is all that she knows. She is fighting her friends and family
to go off on a suicide mission to rescue Silas, she is fighting the fragmented memories that clamour
for recognition inside her mind, and she is fighting a guilt so magnificentâ€¦ it might just force her to
betray the very people that have sacrificed so much to keep her safe.She had asked for space, and
it had been given to her in the most heart-rending of ways, leaving only one of the four brothers
remaining by her side.Miro Quillan is her last hope.Without him, she may never get her pairs back.
Warning: While this book is intended for a young adult audience, it is not recommended for persons
younger than 15 years, due to some themes.
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Combining of my two favorite genres; doesn't get much better than this!! If these genres are what
interests you - you'll love it!! It is a MUST read!For those of you still on the fence please don't listen
to the complaints that this book mirrors another authors work. Because of that, I read the other
series; yes, there were similarities but only with the first book. After that it took off leaving the other
series, IMO, in the dust!For those of you who may be worried about explicit sex scenes - so far
there are none. Here's wishing n hoping they start soon!! Hint!! Hint!! (thus the 4 star rating) For
those of you looking for that in particular there's enough exciting adventures to keep you on the
edge of your seat in **an-tis-a-pa-a-tion.....making you wa..aa.a..iiit** Take it from me, its worth it.
*sigh*This series has moved up into my top 3 of favorite series so far. Ms Washington keeps giving
us her all - no holds barred. Some series start out good then slowly take a nose dive. Others start
out good n keep getting better - which is exactly how this one is.Are there things I wish were
different or could be changed in the books, most definitely! But ya know what - I'm not the author.
It's not my story to tell. We can't change it - just like IRL. And that's ok by me.Wasn't given a free
book for my opinion. Paid full price for each n every one, well worth it. Dive right in, the waters
puuurfect, dah-ling.

Jane, Jane, Jane! What are you doing to me? Lead Heart certainly toyed with all of my feels like it
was Christmas morning. Seph and Silas.. gosh, can I just say yes please?? Yes, please! I really all
around loved this book. Normally when books have so many protagonists I find myself not liking all
of them. That is certainly not the case here. I love the development and personalities of the pairs
and who cannot love the comical fierce duo of Poison and Clarin? I laughed so much when Seph is
baiting Silas (gosh both times ) I really can't get enough of those two. The change in the relationship
with Quillian and Seph was unexpected for me. I really didn't see that coming, but then again Seph
is just a little thief anyway ;) and really for a thief she has such wonderful tastes! I hope in the next
book we get to meet Eva and see the four reunited to some extent. I can't wait to see that!

I loved this book 1000% more than the first two (yes, 1000%, I'm making it a thing.) J.W. really
redeemed herself after the ending of book two, so much so that I felt like it was almost a different
writer. She is clearly finding her groove with writing, which made this book twice as satisfying to
read. All our questions were answered, thankfully, all thanks to our heroine.Seraph found her voice

in this book and I couldn't be happier. She was started to annoy me, honestly, as I shook my kindle
yelling "do something! say something! Stick up for yourself!" Mature and confident, Seraph did all
that and more. We found her not taking "no" for an answer, demanding explanations, sticking up for
herself, not being cowed by attention, and taking control of her own life. Such a pleasure to read this
newer college aged Seraph that I can hardly wait for book four.BECAUSE THERE IS A BOOK
FOUR THANK YOU LORD. I almost felt something akin to real panic when the book was getting
close to being over. I didn't want it to be over- I wanted to keep reading forever! Seriously, I
somehow managed to read this in a morning that I was very busy because I was dying to get more.
So much time with the pairs! Such good dialogue! Such good character building! SUCH GOOD.
(Making "such good" a thing too, okay?)I would also be remiss without adding some sort of heat
advisory before I go...(OMG is it getting hot in here or is that just sexual tension?)

I felt the the author really got into the grove with where this storyline was going. It was nice to see
the continued complexity between the characters as well as the evolution of the bond, concurrently
with plenty of action within the plot. Sufice to say, I really enjoyed this book. I'm excited to see
where the storyline goes from here. I loved the differentiated bond with each of the guys. I hope in
the books to come that continues to evolve. All and all, I would definitely recommend this book.

This is the 3rd book on the RH Seraph Black series. They just keep getting better with each book!
The last book left us up in the air with questions and some pretty devastating blows. I love the
direction this book took us from that. The connections we make in this book, the answers we get
and Miro...man what a difference. I love this series and can't wait for the next book to come out.

I absolutely adore this series despite a usual avoidance to RH stories. I'm not even sure what
prompted me to start reading it but OH MY GOD SO HAPPY I DID. Jane Washington's writing is just
absolutely beautiful, and the characters are so complex and lovable and hateable and lovable again
you can't help but be emotionally invested in all of them. I think I read somewhere that Jane
Washington aimed to write a 'believable' RH story with this series, and if that's true, she nailed
it--even more so with Lead Heart.
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